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(to play along with the recording capo at the 2nd fret, 1st singing note is the first fret of the 2nd string, 4/4 rhythm)

intro: C D G

When fire strikes get out and stay out
C D G
When fire strikes get out and stay out
C D G

Escaping from fire it’s the smart thing to do
C D C D
Fire grows quickly getting outside is up to you
C D G Em

For two ways out one’s a door
C D C D
Or a window, could be one more
C D G

When fire strikes get out and stay out
C D G
When fire strikes get out and stay out
C D G

When the smoke detector sounds remember don’t hide
C D C D

Do the right thing get outside
C D G Em

Don’t stop for favorite things, toys or even pets
C D C D

Hurry outside your safety’s most important
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C D G
So when fire strikes get out and stay out
C D G
When fire strikes get out and stay out

C D G Em
Everyone should meet at a special place
C D C D
When you do look each other in the face
C D G Em
Only firefighters are allowed inside
C D C D
Listen to them they'll be your guide

C D G
So when fire strikes get out and stay out
C D G
When fire strikes get out and stay out
C D G
When fire strikes get out and stay out
C D G
When fire strikes get out! Stay out!